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Abstract.We present a simple algorithm for robust and unsupervised peak detection
by determining a noise threshold in isotopically resolved mass spectrometry data.
Solving this problem will greatly reduce the subjective and time-consuming manual
picking of mass spectral peaks and so will prove beneficial in many research appli-
cations. The Autopiquer approach uses autocorrelation to test for the presence of
(isotopic) structure in overlapping windows across the spectrum. Within each win-
dow, a noise threshold is optimized to remove the most unstructured data, whilst
keeping as much of the (isotopic) structure as possible. This algorithm has been
successfully demonstrated for both peak detection and spectral compression on data
frommany different classes of mass spectrometer and for different sample types, and
this approach should also be extendible to other types of data that contain regularly spaced discrete peaks.
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Introduction
Peak detection is a key stage in the extraction of informationfrom mass spectral data. Despite the fundamental impor-
tance of this data processing step, it is not yet a solved problem.
There are many different existing methods for producing a
peak detection threshold in mass spectrometry. Some of the
most widely known are (1) the spectral mean + n × spectral or
noise standard deviation (sometimes called n-Sigma) [1–3]; (2)
the mean of the local maxima [4]; (3) the valley between bi- or
multi-modal spectral intensity distributions [5]; (4) the signal-
to-noise calculation using data between isotopic peaks [6]; and
(5) the simple threshold derived from the root mean square of
the spectrum.
In practice, use of any of these methods for peak detec-
tion purposes in mass spectra requires a level of expertise on
behalf of the user and will often, even in skilled hands,
produce results that can cause many peaks in a spectrum
to be missed. This weakness is a considerable disadvantage
when dealing with spectra which may contain important but
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) peaks that may be inter-
spersed amongst much more intense peaks. For this reason,
it is a commonplace occurrence for mass spectrometry users
to resort to manual peak detection methods—a process that
is very time-consuming and will inevitably result in an
unwanted introduction of a degree of user subjectivity/
accidental bias that will reduce the ability to reliably com-
pare data.
Furthermore, as mass spectrometry datasets become ever
larger (for example from mass spectrometry imaging and large
population metabolomics applications), it becomes increasing-
ly impractical to manually peak pick these data, to achieve the
same quality of results as can be achieved when working only
with single spectra.
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We wished to develop a method for robustly and reliably
detecting peaks in mass spectral data that would be simple to
use, would require minimal user input, and would outperform
current standard methods for peak detection, providing results
closer in coverage to manual peak detection.We also wanted to
develop a method that would be sufficiently fast to work within
existing workflows.
Within spectra, those components of the data that can be used
to derive useful information are termed the signal. Conversely,
those components that do not contain useful information are
noise. In order for the signal to be detectable, it must exhibit
an intensity such that it is visible above the noise. Developing an
understanding of a threshold level that will be used to provide an
indication of whether a point is considered to be more likely to
result from signal or more likely to result from noise is funda-
mental to being able to extract information from a mass spec-
trum in two ways: first, because this threshold will be used to
detect peak regions (as those regions will be above the thresh-
old), and second, because the relative height of the peak will be
expressed in terms of the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
The noise threshold in mass spectra is often not constant
across the spectrum. Therefore, it is common practice to deter-
mine the threshold in small sections of the spectrum (termed
windows). These windows can be discrete (a series of adjacent
windows of a certain width; the threshold value calculated for
that window is applied to all points within it) or moving (a
window of a certain width is calculated for and centered on
every point in turn, and the threshold produced from each
window is used for one point only).
Estimating a robust level that can be used to distinguish
signal and noise is not trivial. The recognition of peaks in a
noisy spectrum is a task, similar to the detection of faces, which
humans find simple but which is difficult for computers [7]. If
the peaks in a spectrum are visible at greater intensity than the
noise, the signal and the noise must have different statistical
distributions. Therefore, some approaches to peak detection
have attempted to define the statistical distribution of the noise
within a spectrum in order to be able to identify the peaks as
anomalies relative to that noise distribution. The first difficulty
with this approach comes from the fact that the system does not
know (ab initio) if the spectrum under consideration contains
only a few peaks or if it is very peak-dense. Therefore, it is
difficult to be able to automatically select a spectral region
(within any window – remembering that the noise distribution
is often not constant across a spectrum) that contains no peaks
or at least is mostly noise, in order to be able to derive some
statistical information of the background noise that could be
used to estimate the likelihood of a point of a given intensity
being part of the noise distribution within that window. Thus,
the statistics are calculated from the entire spectrum in a win-
dow. If the statistics for the noise are calculated from a window
that contains a significant proportion that is actually part of a
peak or peaks, the estimation of the upper end of the noise
distribution will be overestimated and the threshold will be set
too high, leading to missed peaks. This is a common problem
found using the n-Sigma method [2, 3] of estimating the noise
threshold as well as the mean of the local maxima method [4]
and the signal-to-noise calculation using data between isotopic
peaks, as described in Horn et al. [6].
The second difficulty arising from unsupervised whole
spectrum statistical approaches is that in most mass spectrom-
etry data, the signal distribution and the noise distribution
overlap to such a degree that the two cannot be completely
separated by intensity alone. This feature further complicates
any efforts to use statistics associated with the spectral intensi-
ties alone to separate the signal from the noise. It must be noted
that for such spectra where there is a partial separation of the
signal and noise distributions as a function of intensity, there is
an easy to implement method for identifying a peak threshold
[5]; however, spectra of this type appear to be rare.
Given the difficulties associated with the statistical methods
based on intensity alone, we looked for another approach.
Conveniently, in mass spectrometry data there is another fea-
ture, besides greater intensity, that will be exhibited by real
peaks: as a consequence of the natural abundances of the
various stable isotopes of the common elements, mass spectral
data will contain a series of isotopologue peaks for most ions,
commonly known as an isotopic distribution. Falsely detected
noise peaks will not (or are at least very unlikely to) exhibit this
predictable structure. By seeking to isolate this pattern, one can
develop a method to identify an optimum threshold between
the noise and signal components in a spectrum.
There have been previously presented methods for peak
picking in mass spectral data that have included information
about the isotopic distribution in the methodology. A well
described example of this is the isotope wavelet method, de-
veloped by Hussong et al. [8, 9], or the sophisticated numerical
annotation procedure (SNAP) algorithm used by Bruker [10].
These methods rely on there being a scalable isotopic distribu-
tion that can be applied to all peaks. In the case of the isotopic
wavelet, the isotopic distribution is estimated for peptides using
the averagine model [11]. This approach will work well for
standard peptides but often fails to provide robust peak detec-
tion in many applications, when there are less well defined or
no generalizable isotopic models that can be used; for example,
metalloproteins (or other metal–ligand complexes), dissolved
organic matter, isotopically enriched or depleted samples, etc.
Most importantly, as with many peak detection techniques
described in the literature, the isotope wavelet and other wave-
let methods often rely on the user supplying the peak detection
threshold – and our aim was to avoid this requirement [9, 12,
13]. However, it would be possible to use the threshold we
propose below for this step, in these isotopic pattern-based
peak picking algorithms.
We have developed an alternate method for peak detection,
known as Autopiquer, which is based on the expectation that
real peaks should display regular (isotopic) spacing in a mass
spectrum, whereas contributions from noise will not. The new
method uses autocorrelation to detect regular patterns within
equally spaced windows across the spectrum. Although auto-
correlation has been used previously as a method for providing
increased confidence on detected peaks, for example by
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Palmblad et al. [14], it has not, so far as we know, been used as
a means of proposing a peak detection threshold.
As a consequence of the subjective user input required in
most peak detection methods, it is impossible to provide ob-
jective metrics to describe the performance of such techniques.
Furthermore, with the wide variety of spectral filtering,
smoothing, and peak picking methodologies out there, it would
be very difficult to provide metrics to cover all possible com-
binations of procedure. Therefore, we will concentrate on
providing illustrations of the performance of the Autopiquer
algorithm when used on raw data. Here, we analyze complex
mass spectral datasets obtained during top-down protein frag-
mentation (fragmentation of a single intact protein) [15]. These
spectra are known to consist of many hundreds of fragment
ions (that occur over large mass, charge, and intensity ranges)
with many overlapping isotopic distributions.
As a peak detection threshold is designed to efficiently
separate the signal containing-regions of the spectrum from
those that contain noise, these thresholds can also be used for
purposes of spectral compression. In this mode of use, the noise
regions in the spectrum are removed from the data with the aim
of reducing the required storage space or the band-width re-
quired to transmit them. A high performing peak detection
threshold will also provide a good threshold for spectral com-
pression as it will remove regions of the spectrum containing
no information whilst keeping those regions that do contain
information.
Experimental
Materials and Methods
Protein standards were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co.
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Methanol, water, and formic acid were
purchased from Fischer Chemicals (Zurich, Switzerland) and
were of LC-MS or mass spectrometry grade. For native MS,
samples were first desalted using Micro Bio-Spin 6 columns
(Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA).
Mass Spectrometry
Top-down electron capture dissociation (ECD) mass spectra
were acquired with a Bruker Solarix 12 T FT-ICR mass spec-
trometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany). Myoglobin
(2 μM in 50:50:0.1 methanol:water:formic acid) and alcohol
dehydrogenase (5 μM in 100 mM ammonium acetate) were
typically ionized by electrospray (4.0 kV, 200 μL h–1). For
myoglobin, the 18+ charge state was isolated prior to ECDwith
accumulation time of 750 ms. For ECD, the cathode current
was set to 1.5 A, the pulse length was 20ms, with a bias voltage
of 1.5 V and the lens voltage of 15 V. For ECD analysis of
native alcohol dehydrogenase, ions were accumulated for
500 ms and subjected to ECD without prior isolation. ECD
pulse length was 25 ms with 1.5 V bias and 15 V lens.
Data Analysis
The first step in the Autopiquer algorithm is to select a window
width. We have found that for most spectra the window width
should be 3 m/z. This selection of window width is one of the
few required inputs in order for the Autopiquer algorithm to
work. We envisage that for most users, this value will never
need to be changed and, compared with the other algorithms
(THRASH, n-Sigma, and RMS), the Autopiquer method is
relatively insensitive to changes in this value.
A freely moving window (i.e., one that is centered upon
every point across the spectrum in turn) would produce good
results, but would be computationally expensive. Instead, the
window used in Autopiquer moves by the predetermined win-
dow width and the threshold derived for that window is used to
apply to every point within the window. However, to ensure
that peaks that cross window boundaries are properly dealt
with, the spectral section that is used to calculate the autocor-
relation for the window is the window width plus an additional
half window width on either side (i.e., the total spectral section
used to calculate the threshold level for each window is two
window widths wide). Therefore, the sections actually overlap,
as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Showing the mass ranges used for six adjacent windows across a portion of a mass spectrum generated by ECD
fragmentation of native state alcohol dehydrogenase. The threshold value for each window would be calculated from the relevant
spectral section (same number and color as the window) – note that the sections overlap
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Figure 1 shows a small region the mass spectrum obtained
during ECD top-down fragmentation of alcohol dehydroge-
nase (ADH) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. ADH is com-
posed of a homo-tetrameric assembly of subunits and has a
molecular weight of 147 kDa. ADH has previously been in-
vestigated by native ECD-MS, as reported by Gross and co-
workers [16] and Loo and coworkers [17].
The spacing between points in mass spectra is usually not
constant across the mass range. Therefore, to make it easier to
calculate the autocorrelation spectrum of each window, the
Autopiquer algorithm uses linear interpolation, within each spec-
tral section, to generate a resampled spectral section where the
points are equally spaced in the mass dimension and where the
spacing equals the minimummass spacing in the section (just that
section, not the entire spectrum) or 1 × 10− 6 times the lowest mass
of the section, whichever is the greater. This coercion is used
because for FT-MS techniques the number of points within a
spectral section of fixed mass width at the very low mass end of
the spectrum may be very large, and calculating the threshold
using the full autocorrelation of these regions would be overly
time-consuming. For spectra exhibiting the very highest resolu-
tions (for example spectra showing isotopic fine structure), this
coercion limit can be reduced to 1 × 10− 9 times the lowest mass of
the section. However, this change would only be required for
specialist users.
Within each one of the resampled spectral sections, the
autocorrelation of the spectrum is calculated. The peaks in the
autocorrelation spectrum correspond to the Δm=z between
peaks in the mass spectrum (i.e., approximately equal to the
reciprocal of the charge state. Only that portion of the autocor-
relation spectrum that could contain peaks resulting from rea-
sonable isotopic peak spacings (or their harmonics) is consid-
ered in later steps. The lower limit of the region of interest of
the autocorrelation spectrum is taken as a lag (Δm=z ) of 0 and
the upper limit is set to a lag of 2.25. The Δm=z 2.25 upper limit
of the autocorrelation region of interest is set because some
isotope distributions from singly charged ions can produce a
strong autocorrelation at Δm=z ¼ 2. This limit is intended to
ensure that this autocorrelation peak, if present, is included in
the threshold estimation. When the autocorrelation spectrum is
referred to below, this is intended to be limited to only this
region of interest, where 0≤Δm=z≤2:25.
In the region of interest in the autocorrelation spec-
trum, the number of points where the autocorrelation
value is ≤ 0 are counted, as a proportion of the total
number of points in that region.
Next, a threshold, which is set at the minimum intensity value
of the mass spectrum within the window, is applied to the
resampled mass spectral section; any point in the resampled
spectrum less than that threshold is set to zero intensity. The
autocorrelation spectrum is calculated again and the number of
points (described above) in autocorrelation spectrum that are ≤0
are again counted. By iteration, we find the threshold level that,
being applied to the resampled mass spectral section, results in a
certain proportion of the points in the autocorrelation spectrum
being ≤0. This proportion will vary across the spectrum as a
consequence of both the spectral resolution and the number of
spectral points per peak varying as a function of mass, and is
calculated for every window. The width of the highest peak in the
autocorrelation spectrum is measured by determining the number
of points between the local minima on either side of the peak
maximum and compared with the total length, in points, of the
region of interest of the autocorrelation spectrum.
The target number of the points in the autocorrelation spec-
trum to be ≤0 is set as the same number as the width (in points,
from local minimum to local minimum) of the highest peak in
the autocorrelation spectrum for that section. This target was
developed to reconcile two requirements: that the threshold
level be set to be responsive to the varying resolving power
and spectral point densities exhibited in each spectral region
and from each mass spectrometer (with their different relation-
ships between mass and resolution and spacings between spec-
tral points), and that the measures used to control the adaptation
of the threshold be robust and simple to calculate from the
autocorrelation spectrum. Various approaches were tested and
this method proved to reliably meet our requirements of per-
formance, adaptability, and ease of implementation.
The peak width (in terms of number of data points) of mass
spectral peaks (in isotopic distributions) in the mass spectrum is
closely related to the peak width (in points) in the correspond-
ing autocorrelation spectrum. The two peak widths (in terms of
the number of points) will not be exactly the same because the
peak widths and spacing in the mass spectrum will only rarely
be an exact multiple of the point spacing. The peak width is not
dependent on the charge state of the ion. For a high charge state
ion, there may be many peaks in the autocorrelation spectrum
and the Autopiquer algorithm is intended for use on spectra that
are baseline resolved (or close to it). At the lowest intended
resolution, the peak tails in the autocorrelation spectrum will
just touch or slightly overlap. Therefore at this limit, if the
autocorrelation spectrum (in the region of interest) comprised
contiguous peaks, if more than a peak width of the autocorre-
lation spectrum was ≤0, this could be because one (or more) of
the autocorrelation peaks had been lost (normally the one at the
highest Δm/z); consequently one could infer that the threshold
in the mass spectrum would have been set so high that some of
the isotopic information in the spectrum has been lost and the
threshold level should be reduced. Note – the autocorrelation
spectrum does not generally have a flat baseline across the
region of interest with this baseline tending to show a decrease
towards higher Δm=z. This is why, if regions of the autocorre-
lation spectrum are ≤0, entire peaks can be lost rather than
simply cutting through the valleys between peaks. This effect is
illustrated in the Supplementary Information Section S1.
As neither the noise nor the peak width are affected by the
charge state, the level that is the correct noise threshold for high
charge state peaks will also hold true for lower charge state
peaks in the same region.
Additionally, as the peak width in mass spectra generally
increases as a function ofmass, the peakwidthwithin anywindow
is not allowed to be lower than the peak width determined for
lower mass windows. This check is to prevent issues in spectral
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regions where there are no peaks; the highest peak in the autocor-
relation spectrum for these regions will be from random noise and
is most likely narrower than real peaks detected in lower mass
regions of the spectrum. If the threshold was set using this peak
width, the detection threshold would be set too low and many
noise peaks would be detected in that region.
This method (and the others that were investigated as part of
this research but which proved less successful) for detecting the
noise level was developed using artificially generated mass
spectral regions combining single (or overlapping) isotopic
peak clusters generated using the mercury algorithm [18, 19]
and spectral noise generated using random number generation.
In these artificial spectral regions, it was possible to have
complete control over the effective spectral sampling rate, peak
signal to noise ratios, resolution, ion charge state, and the
presence of overlapping peak distributions at different charge
states. Once the method had been developed and successfully
tested against the artificial spectral regions, it was applied to
real spectra.
Having optimized the threshold level that results in the
correct proportion of the autocorrelation spectrum being ≤0,
this threshold level is then applied to the window at the core of
the spectral section.
This process provides an intensity level, in each spectral
window, below which the spectrum is apparently locally un-
structured. If there are regularly spaced peaks in the mass
spectrum, these will be reflected by peaks in the autocorrelation
spectrum. We iterate to find a threshold level in the mass
spectrum that preserves as much of this structuring as possible,
whilst removing unstructured data. This approach can then be
used as a peak detection threshold. It can also be used for data
compression purposes, by deleting the portions of the spectrum
below that threshold.
As the algorithm is estimating a level for the noise threshold,
and the noise has some statistical distribution, there will be a
proportion of noise peaks that still protrude above this level. To
reduce the occurrence of these in the detected peak list, we have
found that raising the applied peak detection threshold to a
level that is some multiple of the detected noise threshold
works well [i.e., setting a minimum signal to noise ratio
(SNR)]. The signal mean (μ) is estimated from the mean of
all points in the window that are less than the Autopiquer
estimated noise threshold (l) for that window. The applied
SNR threshold (T) is calculated as T = x × (l − μ) + μ, where
the SNR level (x) is commonly set to a value 1.5 to detect a
useable peak list. Setting the value of the SNR to larger values
(e.g., 3 or 5) can be useful in the event that one wishes to
generate a high confidence peak list, for example for assigning
peaks that will be used to generate an internal calibration
function.
Once the threshold is calculated for every window, the
threshold to use for every point in the mass spectrum can be
easily derived. As a final step, and if desired, it is possible to
smooth the steps in the threshold. A sigmoid spline can be
applied to the thresholds in the last quarter of one window and
the first quarter of the next; for all windows. This spline is
based on the standard sigmoid function and is calculated, for
each step by
Fp ¼ Tw2−Tw11þ e−p þ Tw1 ð1Þ
where Tw1 and Tw2 are the thresholds for the windows
before and after the step respectively, Fp is the calculated
sigmoid spline, and p is the point position in the mass spectrum
counting the first point in the later window as p = 0 and scaled
across the splined range such that − 6 ≤ p ≤ 6.
We have programmed this algorithm as a sub-vi in National
Instrument LabVIEW (Austin, TX, USA) using the NI sup-
plied autocorrelation function with unbiased normalization.
However the algorithm could be easily programmed using
any language.
A flow diagram summarizing the algorithm is shown in
Figure 2.
Results and Discussion
Figure 3 illustrates some of the process of optimizing a threshold
for a window within a spectrum. Figure 3a shows the spectral
portion of the fully apodized FT-ICR mass spectrum of the
electron capture dissociation of native state alcohol
Figure 2. Flow diagram summarizing the Autopiquer algorithm
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dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA), containing the window bracketing the
c’29
4+ fragment. We have used ECD datasets to test the algorithm
because ECD is well known to be an inefficient fragmentation
process, which results in complex spectra characterized by signals
of low S/N, ideal to test the utility of the algorithm. The spectrum
was processed to absorption mode using the Autophaser method,
applying a full apodization (F = 0.5) to generate a baseline
deviation-freemass spectrum [20–23]. The superimposed isotopic
distribution for the fragment was generated using the method
described previously [24]. Figure 3b shows a series of autocorre-
lations of the spectral section shown in (Figure 3a) as the iteration
towards the optimum threshold level progresses. The peaks in the
autocorrelation spectrum are regularly spaced at Δm=z ¼ 0:25,
indicating that the distribution is quadruply charged. As the
threshold increases from iteration to iteration, the offset and
gradient of the calculated autocorrelation spectrum is progressive-
ly removed, but the peaks in the autocorrelation spectrum remain,
indicating that the information within the spectral section remains.
The final optimized threshold is shown in Figure 3a. The spectral
mean is calculated for this portion by taking the mean of all points
that are less than the optimized threshold level.
To illustrate the performance of the Autopiquer algorithm
for setting a peak detection threshold across a spectrum, we
have compared it with the performance of the noise level
estimation algorithm described by Horn et al. [6], (this algo-
rithm was described alongside the famous THRASH algorithm
and consequently, for conciseness, we have labeled it the
THRASH threshold) and to the well-known root-mean squared
(RMS) and n-Sigma methods (in this case, we have set n = 2).
We have not included the peak detection methods used in
commercial software from the instrument manufacturers as
the algorithms by which these operate are not known and so
it is difficult to provide an objective test. However, in our
experience, the difficulties that we find in using the published
algorithms that we have used for illustration here are also found
when using the peak detection algorithms available in com-
mercial software.
For this test, all peak detection threshold estimate algorithms
have been set to use the same window width (3 Da). The test
spectrum (shown in Figure 4) is a top-down electron capture
dissociation spectrum of denatured horse heart myoglobin
(Sigma-Aldrich) collected on an FT-ICR MS and displayed in
absorption mode. Equine myoglobin, in denatured apo form
(having lost the heme group), is a ~17 KDa protein and is now
commonly used as a simple test compound for top-down ECD
experiments. Previous work on the top-down characterization of
horse heart myoglobin by ECD on FT-ICR MS was presented
by Pan et al. [25] and Mikhailov and Cooper [26].
Figure 4a shows the performance of the four threshold algo-
rithms in a low mass region of the spectrum. Peak resolution here
is high, relative to the peak density, meaning that the peaks are
narrow and well-spaced. Under these conditions the Autopiquer
(with SNR = 1.5), THRASH, and n-Sigma methods all return a
reasonable estimate of the peak detection threshold. The RMS
method returns a threshold that by eye is apparently too low.
In more peak-dense regions of the spectrum, in this case at
higher mass as illustrated in Figure 4b, the THRASH (green
line) and n-Sigma (blue line) algorithms return peak detection
thresholds that are too high and miss many peaks. The
Autopiquer (red line) and RMS (cyan line) methods return
thresholds that are more reasonable.
Only the Autopiquer algorithm, of the four under test,
provides an adequate peak detection threshold across both peak
sparse and peak dense portions of the spectrum. The other three
methods did provide a useful estimation of the threshold in one
region, but not in the other. This example highlights why these
algorithms may prove difficult to use – it is often challenging,
even with a single spectrum, to define a single setting that will
robustly detect peaks across the complete spectrum. An addi-
tional discussion of the effects of peak density on the thresholds
set by the different techniques, and using synthetic mass spec-
tral regions (to allow specific control of the peak density), is
provided in the Supplemental Information S5.
When the peak lists generated using the four different algo-
rithms are assigned, one would expect that the peaks list
Figure 3. (a) Spectral portion of mass spectrum of the electron
capture dissociation of native state alcohol dehydrogenase,
containing the window bracketing the c’29 4+ fragment, show-
ing the Autopiquer optimized threshold (red line), the residual
spectral mean (green dashed line), and the position of the
modeled isotope distribution (blue points). (b) Showing the
region of interest in the autocorrelation spectra of the mass
spectral portion shown in (a). The initial iteration is shown in
blue and the final iteration in red
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resulting from the RMS method would result in a high number
of false assignments in the lowmass region whilst the peak lists
resulting from the THRASH and n-Sigma methods would
suffer from many missed assignments in the higher mass
region. To test this hypothesis, we developed a simple peak
assignment tool that generates a library of potential fragment
ion masses from a given protein sequence (including post-
translational modifications where required), calculating the
position and relative intensity (normalized to the base peak in
each isotopic cluster) of all isotopologue peaks for each frag-
ment using previously described methods [18, 19, 24]. A series
of peaks is assigned to a particular fragment only if all
isotopologue peaks that the library indicates should be detect-
able, given the signal-to-noise ratio of the base peak in the
distribution and the noise level calculated by the peak detection
threshold algorithm are found in the spectrum within the user
defined mass error limits.
Using this approach, we assigned the peak lists generated by
the four different thresholding methods for the horse heart
myoglobin spectrum described above, with the results shown
in Figure 5. The mass error limit for assignment was set to ±
6 ppm and the fragments classes were restricted to a, b, c, y, and
z type protein fragment ions. As expected, the THRASH and n-
Sigma thresholds result in poor assignment rates in peak dense
portions of the spectrum and the RMS method results in a very
large number of false assignments in the low mass region. The
n-Sigma method performs the best of the common techniques
(in this example – based on both the overall sequence coverage
and also on the number of assigned fragments supporting that
sequence), but its assignment rate (75%) is lower than for the
Autopiquer detected peak list (assignment rate – 88%) imply-
ing that there are many peaks that are still missed by the use of
the n-Sigma approach that are detected by the Autopiquer
method under similar conditions. This can be seen by the
number and density of points in the Autopiquer panel (of
Figure 5) compared with the results of the other methods.
In order to further compare the performances of the different
techniques, we use a measure of the Bpeak efficiency^ calculated
as the ratio of the percent protein sequence coverage (ignoring
false positives for the sake of simplicity) to the number of detected
peaks (in thousands) in the peak list. For the myoglobin spectrum,
the Autopiquer and THRASH methods clearly outperform the
n-Sigma and RMS methods, as shown in Table 1. The higher
the peak efficiency value, the smaller the proportion of
unassigned peaks and, hence, the smaller the potential for
missed assignments. Compare, for example the fact that
the THRASH and n-Sigma approaches result in the same
proportion of sequence coverage, but that coverage was
derived from more than 44,000 peaks from the n-Sigma method
but from less than 9000 peaks from the THRASHmethod. This is
reflected in the peak efficiency of the THRASH method
being almost five times higher than for the n-Sigma method.
Figure 4. Showing peak detection thresholds being set for an absorption mode FT-ICR MS spectrum of the electron capture
dissociation product ions of denatured horse heart myoglobin. The complete spectrum is shown in panel (c), bottom row. Panels (a)
and (b), top row, show the peak detection thresholds generated by different algorithms in two regions of interest – one with low peak
density and the other with high peak density. For all methods, the window width is 3 Da. The spectrum is shown in black and the
thresholds calculated by the Autopiquer, THRASH, n-Sigma, and RMS methods are shown in red, green, blue, and cyan,
respectively
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The peak list generated by the Autopiquer algorithm contains the
fewest peaks but provides the highest sequence coverage in this
example; consequently, the Autopiquer algorithm presents the
highest peak efficiency.
Besides the absorption mode FT-ICR MS spectra used as
examples here, the performance of the Autopiquer algorithm
has also successfully tested against magnitude mode spectra
(the traditional, lower performance output mode for FT-MS
data) from FT-ICR MS and on spectra from lower resolution
mass spectrometers (e.g., MALDI TOF and LC-QTOF MS).
For example, Figure 6 illustrates the difference in performance
of the Autopiquer algorithm and the n-Sigma approach for a
LC-QTOF mass spectrum. This data was collected on a Bruker
maXis Impact Q-TOF instrument and shows peaks related to
components in a microbiological growth medium, averaged
from a portion of the complete chromatographic time. As in
the other examples, the Autopiquer algorithm successfully
identifies the noise level (using the standard setup). The n-
Figure 5. Assignments (within ±6 ppm) for the peak lists generated by using the four different peak detection thresholdingmethods
with all using the peak assignment method described in the text
Figure 6. Mass spectrum created by averaging part of a liquid chromatography mass spectrometry data-file, recorded on a Bruker
maXis Impact Q-TOF, where the sample was a microbiological growth medium. Three different thresholds are shown for compar-
ison: the Autopiquer threshold, the 1.5 × SNR Autopiquer threshold, and the n-Sigma threshold (where n = 2)
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Sigma (where n = 2) threshold is shown for comparison (for a
window width of 3 Da). Autopiquer has also been shown to be
a successful approach for spectra that have been baseline
corrected and smoothed using continuous wavelet transform
methods. A MALDI-TOF example of this is provided in Sec-
tion S2 in the Supplementary Information.
Spectral Compression
Any of the four threshold methods described above could also
be used for spectral compression purposes. However, regions of
the spectrum in the examples above, where peaks were missed
because the thresholds from some of the algorithms were too
high, would now be permanently removed from the data; this
could then not be recovered and would result in permanent
information loss, and so is an outcome to avoid. Regions, in
the examples above, where the peak detection threshold was set
too low would now cause unwanted noise regions to be incor-
porated into the compressed spectrum, increasing the file size.
However, as any signal in those regions could be retrospectively
extracted, the information in the spectrum is still present, so this
outcome is less deleterious than the removal of actual signal,
albeit at the cost of increased data volume.
Any metric for the success of spectral compression must
present the inevitable compromise between the extents of data
reduction (good) versus information reduction (bad). The ex-
tent of data reduction available in a spectrum will depend on
the peak density and on the spectral resolution and so will vary
strongly between spectra and different instrument classes. The
extent of information reduction (as a consequence of spectral
compression) is difficult to measure accurately in real spectra
as you do not know the true number of peaks or their identities.
However, we can illustrate the performance of Autopiquer for
spectral compression on a single spectrum, using the same
metrics as were used for peak detection, and shown in Table 1.
The extent of data reduction can be estimated either by the
number of detected peaks (for the situation where the intent
was to record only peak centroids in a reduced spectrum) or by
the percentage of the original spectral data points that lie above
their respective thresholds (where the intent was to record the
spectral profile above threshold). The proportion of spectral
information remaining after compression cannot be determined
accurately but the protein sequence coverage and number of
assigned peaks can be used to estimate the relative success of
the different thresholding techniques in this example.
Based on these measures, the Autopiquer algorithm pro-
vides the highest performing spectral compression threshold
for the example spectra (both the myoglobin example here and
in the cytochrome c spectrum in Section S3 in the Supplemen-
tary Information) because it both retains the smallest proportion
of the original spectral data and the highest proportion of the
original information. Using the THRASH algorithm to gener-
ate a threshold for spectral compression would result in a
similar file size to the compressed data using the Autopiquer
threshold, but the THRASH algorithm also results in the loss of
more of the actual information. The n-Sigma method, in the
example above, retained approximately the same proportion of
the information as the THRASH method but would result in a
data volume approximately three to five times larger. It is hard
to accurately estimate how much of the spectral information is
maintained above the threshold from the RMS example. How-
ever, the compressed data volume would be considerably
higher than for the other methods.
The Autopiquer algorithm has an additional advantage.
Unlike the other thresholding methods described in this paper,
the Autopiquer algorithm can be successfully applied to previ-
ously compressed data as it generates a threshold based on the
spectral structure and does not need noise to be present from
which to gather statistical values to use to calculate the thresh-
old. Therefore, not only can it be used to detect peaks in data
that have been previously thresholded by another means, but it
can also be used to check the level at which that threshold was
applied. If that threshold was applied at a much higher level
than the threshold that the Autopiquer algorithm would have
returned, the proportion of points in the autocorrelation spec-
trum of each region of interest that are ≤O will be higher than
expected. In order to perform this test, it is necessary to esti-
mate the total peak width for the data based on fitting an
expected peak shape to the residual peak tops that will be
present in the thresholded data. However, by this means, the
Autopiquer algorithm can be used to estimate if the
thresholding methods used by other software, where the meth-
od by which the threshold was set may not be clear, could be
resulting in excessive information loss from the saved data.
Window Length
In the examples above, all threshold algorithms have been set
to use the same window length, in order to reduce the number
of variables in each example. The window length does have an
effect on the thresholds set by all the algorithms. Even follow-
ing optimization of the windows lengths of each algorithm, the
Autopiquer algorithm still provides the best performance. We
provide an example of this, using the THRASH algorithm, in
Section S4 in the Supplementary Information.
Table 1. Metrics of Peak Detection and Spectral Compression by Four Different Peak Threshold Methods
Method % No of peaks No of assigned peaks Peak efficiency % of Spectrum above Threshold
Autopiquer 88 8960 2890 9.8 1.34
THRASH 75 8970 2007 8.3 1.06
n-Sigma 75 44039 2185 1.7 3.19
RMS 99 152200 18167 0.65 15.97
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Conclusions
Our aim of providing an improvedmethod of generating a peak
detection/spectral compression threshold has resulted in a new
algorithm we call Autopiquer. Autopiquer optimizes a thresh-
old level that removes as much noise as possible from across a
mass spectrum whilst maintaining as much of the isotopic peak
structures as possible.
Autopiquer has been tested against well-established thresh-
old estimation algorithms and shows improved performance by
every measure when we have tested it. Not only does the
method apparently produce the most complete peak lists (in
terms of attempting to capture the real information in a spec-
trum) but it also minimizes the number of noise peaks included,
thereby reducing the proportion of false positive hits. Further-
more, the method only requires the user to adjust one variable,
the SNR ratio. Even then, in almost all spectra we have proc-
essed by this method, the value of this never needs to be
changed from the default setting of 1.5. Therefore, this algo-
rithm for producing a peak detection threshold requires much
less user interaction and skill in order to process mass spectra
and is suitable for high throughout processing of data, for either
peak detection or spectral compression.
In practice, we have found this peak detection method
routinely outperforms commercially available peak detection
methods in that it takes considerably less user skill (and time) to
produce a peaks list that is at least as good as, and usually much
better than, the peak lists returned by the commercial programs
in application areas, including proteomics, enzymology, and
lipidomics. We note that the Autopiquer algorithm is only
intended to work on high-resolution mass spectra, where iso-
topic structure in the mass spectrum is available because the
isotopic spacing of peaks is used to help optimize the threshold.
Finally, it should also be noted that the Autopiquer method
should, in principle, not be limited to analysis of mass spectra,
but could in fact be extendable to any form of spectroscopy that
produces regularly spaced peaks in the spectra.
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